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FADE IN:

INT. - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

From a blood-tinged haze, ENRIQUE DARKWIND, 38--but due to his 
supernatural immortality, appearing not a day over 35--pushes 
away the drained corpse covering his body. 

He rises, wobbles, and slumps back on the couch made from the 
ravaged bodies of the previous night’s feast. As he falls, 
Enrique pulls down a string of Christmas lights, bringing down 
a nearby decorated fake tree.

Fellow creature of the dork, VON NACHTMUSIK, raises a weary 
eyelid at the clatter.

VON NACHTMUSIK
You OK over there, bro?

Enrique stumbles onto his hands and knees. He comes eye-to-eye 
with a body--missing the lower half of its face.

INT. - WAREHOUSE PARTY - FLASHBACK

Enrique approaches a partygoer--an insufferable HIPSTER with a 
handlebar mustache.

HIPSTER
Ricky, dude, awesome party man! 
But I think you might be out of 
PBR--

Enrique jams his sharpened nails into the hipster’s face and 
RIPS off everything below his cheekbones.

As the hipster SCREAMS in pain, Enrique turns to Von 
Nachtmusik, holding the hipster’s bloody “mask” over his own 
mouth.

ENRIQUE
Von! Bring the penny-farthing 
around, that artisanal butter 
won’t churn itself!

Enrique and Von double over in laughter.

INT. - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

Enrique scrambles up to his feet and wipes his face, staring 
down at the dead hipster.
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VON NACHTMUSIK
What fucking time is it, man?

Enrique blinks for a moment before looking down at his bare 
wrist. He searches around before spying a glint of gold in a 
pile of bodies.

Enrique pulls on the arm with the gold around its wrist. It 
comes out of the pile unattached.

INT. - WAREHOUSE PARTY - FLASHBACK

A bright-orange hued GUIDETTE corners a bored Enrique showing 
off her gaudy watch.

GUIDETTE
Do you like it? My boyfriend--
well, he’s not my boyfriend, 
really...actually, my best friend, 
Tina--well, she’s not, like my 
best best friend, you know what I 
mean? He’s, like, her 
boyfriend...technically. So, 
Robb--that’s with two Bs--extra 
sexxy, riiiight? This was his 
prezzie to me, on the downlow--of 
course--but soooo much more 
blinged out than the one he gave 
to Tina. She would totally shit 
her pants--

Enrique grabs the guidette’s arm and TEARS it out its socket. 
She faints.

Enrique sucks down the blood splurting from shredded arm.

INT. - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

Enrique stares at the watch. Von Nachtmusik stumbles over and 
looks over Enrique’s shoulder.

VON NACHTMUSIK
Daaayummm, man. How’d she match 
her skin color to that goldplated 
shit? That’s some serious pro-
level bronzing.

Enrique drops the arm with disgust.

VON NACHTMUSIK
And that was, like, beast mode 
Saturnalia, yo! And you. You were 
off the chain, brotha!
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INT. - WAREHOUSE PARTY - FLASHBACK

A body hangs from chains. Enrique licks blood from the chain 
links. In a daze, he takes a huge BITE into a chain link.

INT. - WAREHOUSE - NIGHT

Enrique winces in pain and-- 

Yanks his hand up to his mouth.

VON NACHTMUSIK
Judas, man! My head’s gonna 
fucking explode...You alright 
there, buddy? You’re looking kinda 
pale.

Von Nachtmusik guffaws at his own lame joke.

Enrique tenderly feels around his upper lip.

VON NACHTMUSIK
Seriously, brotha. What...heh. You 
got something stuck in your teeth?

Enrique pushes in and senses his fangs--

MISSING. His eyes open WIDE.

VON NACHTMUSIK
You okay, man? You’re freaking me 
out, dude.

ENRIQUE
Ma wangs...

VON NACHTMUSIK
Your wang?

ENRIQUE
Ma WANGSSSS! MA MUDDAHWUCKIN 
WANGS!

Enrique pulls his upper lip up with index fingers on both 
sides.

ENRIQUE
MA WAAAANSSS.

His precious vampire fangs, nothing more than jagged stumps 
poking out of pulsing...

Red... 

lumps of flesh.
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EXT. - MEDICAL BUILDING - NIGHT

Enrique and Von Nachtmusik stand shivering in front of a dark, 
seedy, outdated medical building. A worn out sign reads, DR. 
GARY SCHEINBAUM, D.D.S.

ENRIQUE
Hiss gah is goo?

VON NACHTMUSIK
Goo? He’s the best. Have I ever 
let you down?

Enrique shoots some side-eye.

VON NACHTMUSIK
What? Not lately...at least. 
Right?...Are you still? Because, 
you know me, broth--

A light blares on from inside.

VON NACHTMUSIK
See? What did I tell you? Dr. 
Scheinbaum--always open for new 
patients, right?

ENRIQUE
Ah ooo cahmin eh wih meh?

Enrique turns to face Von--

He’s GONE. Nothing but mist.

ENRIQUE
Ah eee ooo owa ere, Won!

Von crouches around the corner of the building.

VON NACHTMUSIK
Sorry, brah. Can’t stand the sound 
of that drill, you know?

Von disappears into the night.

Enrique turns to face the door...And walks in.

INT. - WAITING ROOM - NIGHT

Enrique walks up to the reception desk. 

No one.

He looks around, but finds no trace of humanity.
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He takes a step back. And turns to face the waiting room.

Enrique looks for the best seat...That one. With all the 
magazines in easy reach.

He sits.

And then gets back up and--

Sits in the next one over.

Enrique looks up at the door to the inner rooms...

And then down at the magazines.

Old, yellowing, crappy maga--

Ooh, “Real Simple”...

JANET (O.S.)
Mr. Dark...wind?

Enrique looks up. There. In the sexy, sexy purple floral 
scrubs. Behind the surgical mask and thick-framed 
glasses...and maybe the mousy-brunette hair...

Her. JANET.

ENRIQUE
Es?

Enrique scoots to the front of his chair. It farts.

She smiles.

JANET
So...let’s take you back and get 
started.

ENRIQUE
Es.

Janet turns and walks to the door to the inner rooms. Enrique 
stands and stares.

Janet opens the door and turns back...

INT. - SKI LODGE - DAY

Janet, now in ski bunny gear, faces Enrique and smiles. A 
gentle snow falls outside the open door.
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JANET
Ricky? Are you coming?

Enrique stares at Janet. He looks down and notices that he’s 
holding a steaming cup of hot cocoa.

INT. - WAITING ROOM - NIGHT

Janet holds the door open, staring at Enrique.

JANET
Mr. Darkwind? Are you alright?

Enrique stares blankly for a beat...and then follows Janet 
through the door in silence. She smiles as he passes.

INT. - EXAM ROOM - NIGHT

Enrique sits in the exam chair. Janet hovers around him, 
setting out tools and such. She pulls the overhead light down 
and into his face.

JANET
There, Mr. Darkwind, is there 
anything I can do to make you more 
comfortable?

ENRIQUE
Cah meh Eh...Eh...Wicky.

JANET
Ricky?

Enrique nods.

As Janet pushes a slippery dental dam into his mouth, Enrique 
strains to meet her eyes under the glare of the overhead lamp.

Picking something up from the tray, she turns to Enrique with 
a nasty looking pointy stick.

JANET
Now, Ricky, I know you were 
expecting to see Dr. Scheinbaum 
tonight, but he flew down to Boca 
early, dontcha know. So, it’s just 
you and me. But don’t you worry, 
I’ll take real good care of those 
biters for you, all right hon?

Enrique nods. Janet plunges in with her pointy stick.
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ENRIQUE
Wuh uur neem?

JANET
My name? Janet. But you can call 
me Jan, if that’s easier to spit 
out.

ENRIQUE
Yan.

JANET
In fact, can you go ahead and spit 
for me now?

Enrique turns and spits into a spit sink. A mucousy stream of 
saliva, mixed with a trickle of bright blood spirals around 
the basin. As it clears, the spiral fades out of focus...

EXT. - SNOWY FOREST - DAY

...into swirling patterns of snow against a bright gray sky. A 
single flake corkscrews down onto Janet’s waiting tongue.

Enrique watches and smiles.

JANET
Are you just gonna stand there and 
watch?

She pulls closer.

JANET
Close your eyes.

Enrique squints, but keeps one eye open.

JANET
No cheating!

Enrique closes his eyes.

JANET
Now, stick your tongue out.

Enrique sticks his tongue out, but not far.

Janet leans in and kisses him. He kisses back.

ENRIQUE
I thought we said “no cheating?”

Janet looks up at him with big eyes.
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JANET
Sorry?

ENRIQUE
Sorry. For what?

JANET
Well, we can’t use the gas, of 
course. On you. Because of 
your...condition?

INT. - EXAM ROOM - NIGHT

Janet jabs her pointy stick directly into one of Enrique’s 
gaping fang wounds.

Enrique’s body SEIZES, his head clamped down to the chair.

JANET
But you’re fine with a little 
pain, right hon?

Enrique catches his breath and nods.

JANET
Great, hon. You’re a real trooper.

She pushes in again. Enrique’s vision goes

WHITE with pain.

EXT. - SKI LODGE - DAY

Enrique wipes snow from his face. He looks up to see Janet 
throwing another snowball.

He ducks.

ENRIQUE
Oh, you’re in trouble now, missy!

Enrique gathers up a double handful of snow and lunges at 
Janet. She throws up her hands and ducks.

Enrique trips over his own feet and they land in a heap, 
covered in snow and laughing.

As they catch their foggy breaths, they stare into each 
other’s eyes. Enrique has a hot red mark on his cheek from 
Janet’s snowball.
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JANET
Oh, baby! Does it hurt?

ENRIQUE
What? I’m too numb--

JANET
I guess I don’t know my own 
strength.

Enrique reaches up to touch his cheek. Janet pulls down his 
fingers and kisses his owie gently.

JANET
Ricky! You’ve been a very bad 
vampire, haven’t you?

ENRIQUE
Wuh?

INT. - EXAM ROOM - NIGHT

Janet dangles a bloody bit of gold chain from the end of her 
forceps. 

Enrique struggles to focus on the object so close to his face.

JANET
Not exactly how we recommend 
fitting a grill, Mr. Darkwind.

ENRIQUE
Sowwy?

Janet looks into Enrique’s face. She grabs a tissue and dabs 
at his bloody tears.

ENRIQUE
Dank eww.

Janet picks up an implement with a particularly nasty-looking 
drill bit. She examines the spin.

Enrique’s eyes widen. Janet grins and plunges in.

JANET
This might pinch.

Enrique FLAILS in pain--arms and legs SHOOT out from his 
torso.
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EXT. - SNOW FIELD - DAY

As Janet stands above him, Enrique makes a snow angel. He 
squints up to look at her silhouetted against the low sun.

ENRIQUE
C’mon, baby...the water’s fine.

JANET
I am not dropping my ass into two 
feet of snow. It’s cold enough out 
here without dumping ice down my 
pants.

Enrique stops flailing and props himself up.

ENRIQUE
You wanna dump something warmer 
down your pants?...wait--that’s  
not...

Janet muffles a laugh.

ENRIQUE
Well, you’re no angel anyway.

JANET
I’m no angel? As if you would 
know, you evil little man.

Enrique grins and quickly--

Grabs Janet’s ankles and yanks hard. She--

Drops into the snow and SHRIEKS with delight.

Enrique piles on top of Janet. He pins her down and squeezes 
her ribs with his fingers.

Janet SQUEALS with breathless laughter and squirms with 
uncomfortable pleasure.

JANET
Please. Stop. Please!

Enrique relents, turning his mock-violence into tender 
caresses.

ENRIQUE
How the heck did I get so damn 
lucky?
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JANET
I guess there’s something to be 
said for bad flossing habits.

Enrique closes his eyes and consumes Janet’s lips.

They kiss. Long, wet, breathless.

They stop. Breathe.

Enrique flops off Janet and lies next to her in the snow. 
Their faces close.

Enrique turns to look at Janet’s cold face. Her breath clouds 
out of purpled lips.

She turns. Her eyes vacant. Staring into a void.

Blood trickles from the corner of Janet’s lips.

INT. - EXAM ROOM - DAY

Janet’s staring, lifeless face dangles over the spit sink, the 
trickle of blood oozing down the wet spiral. Her throat is 
torn out, left pulpy and pink but bloodless.

Standing over her, Enrique runs his tongue over his minty, 
freshly-polished teeth--pausing in delight at the strong bumps 
of his newly sharpened fangs.

Enrique looks down at his blood-soaked bib. He removes the 
clips and lays it over Janet’s face.

His fingers graze her cold, purple lips. Enrique hears distant 
sleigh bells. He inhales the smell of smoke from a warm 
hearth.

He shivers.

Recomposes himself. And, grabbing a swing-arm mirror--

Grins wide...

But is greeted by nothing more than 

a blank mirror.


